Master Planning Committee – March Report

Submitted by Richard Machida

1. Thompson Drive - J. Shambare
   2.
      1. Various proposals since 2005
      2. Cost varied from $140k to $310k (2005 dollars) depending on materials
      3. G. Newman will draft a motion to prioritize signage for the Thompson Drive entrance
      4. The origin of the discussion was the installation of a “clock tower”.

3. Subcommittee and additional reports

   4.
      1. North Campus
         Has not met.
         Skiing isn’t great but still usable.
      2. Campus Landscape
         Has not met.
      3. Art on Campus
         Has not met.
      4. Sustainability
         Nothing to report. The committees are being formed and implementation is starting.
      5. Trails Planning
         Was originally to be taken off of the agenda. The engineering students are undertaking a redesign of the sidewalks on Yukon Drive. Design needs to be completed by the end of the Spring Semester.

5. Facilities Services update
   No updates at this time
   Mike Ruckhaus is doing some “value engineering” as the estimates are running on the high side.

6. Public comment period
   The Chancellor and Sherrie are chairing the Heart Walk Committee
   The Heart Walk is on May 16th

7. Schedule